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The purpose of our curriculum at Goffs is to provide a rich range of learning opportunities and experiences, therefore enabling students: 

- to develop a powerful range of knowledge, vocabulary and skills 
- to develop as confident, responsible, and articulate learners and citizens 
- to reveal and develop their inner strengths, and to thrive at school and beyond 

 

 

Department 
 

Science 

Curriculum Intent 
(Overall) 

 

“Develop a knowledge & understanding for science & its relevance to the world they live in. This will be 

achieved by teaching our KS3 students to think scientifically and by building links between the GCSE 

curriculum & real-life applications of science. ” 
 

 Curriculum Intent (Year Group) Opportunities and Experiences 

Year 7 

KS3 – “Teaching students to be scientists and think scientifically” 

Science topics will be designed around enriching the science topic they 

are studying by: 

 Researching how theories have developed over time 

 Investigating the scientific process 

 Analysing data from experiment’s 

 Developing their maths skills 

 Enriching their scientific vocabulary  

Trip: New Scientist Live – Y7 (approx. 

10 students). Excel Centre, London.  

 

Students work towards earning a 

scientist passport into Y8. They will 

learn key skills lessons and then build 

on these skills towards an ‘ISA’ 

based tasks that will reflect all skills 

learnt. This will earn students their 

passport into Y8 and develop skills 

essential for KS4.  
Year 8 Trip: Salters – Festival of Chemistry Y8 

(4 students plus 1 teacher). 

Various locations in London & Uni of 

Herts. 

 

Students continue to develop skills in 

more detail, focusing on bringing 

skills together and linking to theory. 

Scientific vocab and recall will be 

imbedded into lessons in 

preparation for KS4.   
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Year 9 KS4 – “Build links between GCSE curriculum and real life applications of 

science e.g. highlighting links to STEM jobs/post-16 education options,  

discussing how aspects of science allows them to make informed future 

decisions  e.g. vaccinations, global warming, choice of heating, what bike 

frame to choose.” 

Where appropriate, identify links to STEM careers in lessons. 

Introduce debate on how information they have learned would help them 

make a key decision.  

Highlight how science knowledge makes them more able to make 

decisions in day-to-day life. 
 

 New Scientist Live – Y10 

(approx. 10 studets). Excel 

Centre, London 

 

 Salters – Y9 Festival of 

Chemistry 

 

 Operating Theatre Live – Y11 
 

 SETPOINT Curriclum 

enrichment link to careers Y9 
 

Year 10 

Year 11 

Sixth Form KS5 – “Extend learning to provide life choices for further education/career 

in science” 
 

2 day trip to CERN open to A 

level Chemistry & Physics 

students 

 
 
In making these decisions, please consider the following questions: 
 

1. Is the intent of your subject curriculum clear and explicit? Have you identified the knowledge, vocabulary and skills 
learners should be developing in each year group? 

2. Do students have the time to cover topics in sufficient depth (mastery)? What do you currently teach which could be 
removed? 

3. Is the curriculum sufficiently ambitious for all? Consider the source materials/texts used. 
4. What are the foundations of knowledge/skills required at KS3, in order for successful study at KS4? Try not to be ‘shackled’ 

by this…consider the importance of learning beyond the specification 

5. What opportunities and experiences could/should students have while studying your subject? (including trips/visits and 
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practical activities) 

6. How does your long-term curriculum planning promote the desired changes in long-term memory? (e.g. sequencing, low-
stakes testing, interleaving) 

7. How does your curriculum link to the local context? 

8. How does your curriculum link to relevant employment opportunities (related to your subject area)? 
9. What method(s) will you use to assess progress? Are there opportunities for students to produce an authentic, high-

quality, ‘final product’? 
10. How will you ensure students have opportunities to read, and develop their breadth of vocabulary in your subject? What 

vocabulary do you take time to develop explicitly? 

11. Are there any curriculum areas where colleagues require professional development? 

 
 


